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Marcia McNutt is the president of the National Academy of Sciences. Within a few hours of the 

Geoengineering Watch "Stop Geoengineering" legal notice press release, McNutt contacted us. 

The demeanor of her first message below is certainly shocking and unprofessional when one 

considers the fact that this is the president of the NAS. Her first response is also especially 

perplexing since Marcia McNutt has given numerous presentations on the subject of 

geoengineering. Is Marcia McNutt actually completely oblivious to the blatant geoengineering 

programs that have been fully deployed and operational for over 70 years? Or is the NAS 

president paid to try and put out the rapidly expanding fires of public awareness in regard to the 

ongoing geoengineering atrocities? 

 
Thanks for giving me a laugh. Taking money from people to stop an activity that isn’t 

happening. Talk about easy money. I knew that the legal profession was hard up, but this is 

above and beyond.  I hope it is okay to use this in some of my future presentations on ethics in 

science as compared to those in the legal profession. 
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My first response to NAS president Marcia McNutt is below: 

 
Hello Marcia, as the president of the National Academy of Sciences,  thank you for making  your 

position ….. so very clear and inarguable. We will now prepare a post with your response and 

your public contact information so that the population at large can also be crystal clear on the 

part you are playing in covering up the ongoing climate engineering crimes of omnicide. Once 

the public is fully awakened to what has been done to them, and to who participated, will 

Nuremberg type trials ensue? Time will soon enough reveal the answer to this question. 

Populations around the globe are waking rapidly now, we at  GeoengineeringWatch.org  will do 

our best to make your statement, and your official position, known to all. 

 
Sincerely, 

Dane Wigington 

geoengineeringwatch.org 
 
Marcial McNutt's 2nd message: 

Dear Mr. Wigington: 

I certainly didn’t mean to offend you or anyone else at Geoengineering Watch, a group I have 

not heard of and a website that does not seem to open. I do sincerely believe that this attorney is 

taking advantage of your organization. I would be interested to learn what evidence you have 

that anyone is conducting albedo modification. I am not aware of any. 
 
Sincerely, 

Marcia McNutt 
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My second response to McNutt included the shocking photo taken over the Yosemite valley 

shown below. 

 
Ms. McNutt, every attorney involved has long since examined the mountain of evidence which 

proves beyond reasonable doubt that global geoengineering is a reality, not just a proposal.  Every 

attorney is working pro bono and more are joining as they realize what is at stake.  The 

geoengineering issue will be brought to the light of day, the awakening is accelerating. I can only 

believe that all those who helped to hide these programs (especially in the academic community) 

will face unimaginable angst and demands for prosecution from populations that realize the 

degree to which they have been betrayed by the very "scientists" they were trained to trust. 
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We have so much data, Marcia, including historical  Senate and Presidential documents. We have 

ever-growing files of state certified lab test results that prove conclusively agencies like EPA are 

not disclosing the mountain of heavy metal contamination (matching climate engineering patents 

exactly) that is raining down on us all. We are even communicating directly with some FED 

EPA employees that are in the process of being fired for trying to disclose the climate 
engineering contamination, they will soon tell all.  Yes, the truth will be disclosed, and the public 

is finally waking up to the climate engineering atrocities and all those who have helped to hide 

these crimes. 

 
The photo below was taken over Yosemite National Park,  do you expect us to believe this is just 

"commercial jet traffic, Ms. McNutt?  Really? Stay tuned, as we will not yield in our efforts until 

the truth is fully exposed along with all those that helped to hide it in exchange for a paycheck 

and a pension. 

 
Sincerely, 

Dane Wigington 

geoengineeringwatch.org 

 

 
 

Yosemite National Park, California. Photo credit: Sydne Pomin 

 
And now Marcia McNutt's final message in response to mine. The NAS president displays a 

profound change of tone and demeanor considering this exchange took place over a very short 

span of about 2 hours. 

 
Thank you for letting me know that the attorneys are all working pro bono. I feel much better. I 

look forward to evaluating the scientific evidence that the government is conducting albedo 

modification sub rosa. I imagine that the NAS would be asked to weigh the evidence brought 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sub_rosa
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forward, so at this point it would be probably best if we not communicate on this topic further 

lest it be construed that the NAS is working with you on this topic. I was not aware of any 

credible scientific evidence of such activity. [JMH note added later: There is email 

documentation that McNutt was advised of evidence of aerial spraying on or before March 25, 

2015.]  Certainly none was brought forward when I chaired the academy report on climate 

engineering. That was more than 18 months ago. Perhaps new evidence has materialized. 
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Are we to believe that individuals like Marcia McNutt, the NAS president, have no clue 

whatsoever about the ongoing and blatant climate engineering atrocities on our skies?  Are we to 

believe that the entire climate science community is also completely blind to the massive global 

geoengineering/solar radiation management assault that is  so clearly visible to any who bother to 

look up and do the slightest bit of objective investigation?  Climate engineering is nothing short 

of an unfolding global cataclysm, volumes of available data confirm this fact.The illegal federal 

"gag order" that has been put in place against all National Weather Service and NOAA 

employees is further confirmation of the covert government climate intervention/weather 

warfare operations. If you are not OK with the official narrative of denial being pushed by 

leaders of the science community, if you are not OK with "elected officials" and the corporate 

media doing the same, then use their public contact information and let them know how you feel. 

If you do so, please send a professional, carefully crafted, and articulate message, this is what is 

most helpful to advancing the critical cause of exposing and halting climate engineering. Attach 

credible climate engineering introductory and follow-up information to any and all such 

communications,  which is imperative. We must all make our voices heard at this most critical 

hour, time is not on our side. 

DW 
 
May be freely reprinted, so long as the text is unaltered, all hyperlinks are left intact, and credit 

for the article is prominently given to  geoengineeringwatch.org and the article’s author with a 

hyperlink back to the original story. 
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